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Abstract
Let ˝∗(m; n) denote the set of all graphs that are the union of m even paths and n nontrivial
odd paths, and ˝(m; n) denote the set of all graphs that are the union of m even paths and n
odd paths. In this paper, we show that if G is the domination graph of a regular tournament
then G ∈˝(m; n) or G is an odd cycle. Also we give a necessary and su4cient condition for
G ∈˝∗(m; n) to be the domination graph of a regular tournament. Constructions used in this
paper will provide insight into the structure of a large class of regular tournaments. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The domination graph of a tournament was introduced by Fisher et al. [3]. Vertices
x and y dominate a tournament T if for all vertices z = x; y, either x beats z or y beats
z. Let the domination graph of a tournament T , denoted by dom (T ), be the graph on
vertex set V (T ) with edges between the pairs of vertices that dominate T (see Fig. 1).
Domination graphs of tournaments have been characterized in a series of papers
(see [3–6]). Since the domination graph of a tournament T is the complement of the
competition graph of the tournament formed by reversing the arcs of T , their results
also characterize competition graphs of tournaments (see [2,8,–10,12] for results on
competition graphs). The niche graph of a digraph is related to the competition graph.
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Fig. 1. A regular tournament and its domination graph.
Bowser et al. [1] characterized niche graphs of tournaments by Frst characterizing
their complements called mixed pair graphs. Recently, Jimenez and Lundgren [7] have
obtained preliminary results on the domination-compliance graph of a tournament which
is the complement of the competition-resource graph of a tournament.
An n-tournament T is an orientation of a complete graph on n vertices. An n-
tournament T is regular if n is odd and every vertex has out-degree (n− 1)=2, and T
is near-regular if n is even and every vertex has out-degree n=2 or (n− 2)=2. In this
paper, we show that the domination graph of a regular tournament is either an odd
cycle or a forest of paths. We also determine exactly which forests of nontrivial paths
can be the domination graph of a regular tournament. Constructions used in this paper
will provide insight into the structure of a large class of regular tournaments. For more
information on tournaments see [11,13,14].
2. Preliminary results
For a tournament T , Fisher et al. [3] determined the possible graph structures for
dom (T ). A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A caterpillar is a tree such that the
removal of all pendant vertices (vertices with exactly one neighbor) yields a path (the
trees on one or two vertices are also caterpillars). A spiked cycle is a connected graph
such that the removal of all pendant vertices yields a cycle. In a tournament T , we
use notation S → x (respectively, x → S) for some subset S of the vertex set when
every vertex in S beats x (respectively, x beats every vertex in S).
Proposition 2.1 (Fisher et al. [3]). Let T be an n-tournament. Then dom (T ) is either
a spiked odd cycle with or without isolated vertices; or a forest of caterpillars.
By establishing the relationship between the domination graph and the mixed pair
graph of a regular tournament, we can determine which structures are also possible for
dom (T ) among the structures given in Proposition 2.1 in the case where T is regular.
The mixed pair graph of T , denoted by MP (T ), is the graph on the same vertex set as
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T , in which vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if for every z ∈V (T )−{x; y}; T
contains one of the paths x → z → y or y → z → x. For the regular tournament T in
Fig. 1, it is easy to see that MP (T )= dom (T ). In fact, for regular tournaments, this is
always true. Let N+(x) and N−(x) denote, respectively, the outset and the inset of x
in T , and d+(x) and d−(x) denote, respectively, the outdegree and the indegree of x.
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a regular n-tournament. Then MP(T )= dom (T ).
Proof. First suppose that xy is an edge in MP (T ). Then for every z ∈V (T )− {x; y},
either x beats z or y beats z, so xy is an edge in dom (T ).
Now suppose that T is regular and xy is an edge in dom (T ). We claim that either
x → z → y or y → z → x is a path in T . Now, since xy is a dominant pair, either
x beats z or y beats z. So |N+(x) ∪ N+(y)|= n− 1. We only need to show that both
cannot beat z. Suppose they do beat z. Then,
|N+(x) ∪ N+(y)| = |N+(x)|+ |N+(y)| − |N+(x) ∩ N+(y)|
6
n− 1
2
+
n− 1
2
− 1= n− 2;
a contradiction. Hence, either x → z → y or y → z → x is a path in T .
When T is a regular tournament, we use some results of Bowser et al. [1] about
MP (T ) to narrow down the possibilities for dom (T ) given in Proposition 2.1 to
those for domination graphs of regular tournaments. It is important to note that while
MP (T ) ⊂ dom (T ) for all tournaments T , equality generally does not hold if T is not
regular.
Bowser et al. [1] showed that the maximum degree of MP (T ) is less than or equal
2 for a tournament T . From this together with Lemma 2.2, we can conclude:
Lemma 2.3. For a regular tournament T; the maximum degree of dom (T ) is less
than or equal to 2.
Let Un denote the tournament on vertices {x1; : : : ; xn} in which xi beats xj if and
only if j− i is either positive even or negative odd. It is easy to see that Un is regular
if n is odd and near regular if n is even. We note that U3 and U5 are the only regular
tournaments on 3 vertices and 5 vertices, respectively, up to isomorphism (see [13,
pp. 170–171]). Also, let Pn denote the path on n vertices and Cn the cycle on n
vertices.
Proposition 2.4 (Bowser et al. [1]). MP (Un)  Pn when n is even; and MP(Un)  Cn
when n is odd.
Proposition 2.5 (Bowser et al. [1]). If T is an n-tournament such that MP(T ) has a
subgraph isomorphic to Pn; then T  Un.
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Fig. 2. Un and MP (Un).
Theorem 2.6 (Bowser et al. [1]). If MP(T ) has a subgraph isomorphic to Cn (n¿ 3);
then n is odd; T is of order n; and MP(T )  Cn.
The following theorem immediately follows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 2.7. If T is a regular tournament and dom (T ) has a subgraph isomorphic
to Cn (n¿ 3); then n is odd and dom (T )  Cn.
Theorem 2.8. If T is a regular n-tournament (n¿ 3); then dom (T ) is either odd
cycle Cn or a forest of two or more paths.
Proof. If dom (T ) is connected and contains a cycle, then dom (T ) is odd cycle Cn
by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7. If dom (T ) is connected and contains no cycles,
by Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 dom (T ) must be Pn. But then by Lemma 2.2,
Proposition 2.4, and Proposition 2.5, T  Un and n is even, so T is not regular. Thus
if dom (T ) is connected it is odd cycle Cn.
Now if dom (T ) is not connected, then by Theorem 2.7 dom (T ) has no cycles. So
by Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3, dom (T ) must be a forest of paths.
In the remainder of the paper we determine which forests of nontrivial paths are
realizable as the domination graph of a regular tournament and which are not. Let G
be the domination graph of a regular tournament T , where k paths Pn1 ; : : : ; Pnk are the
components of G. It will be useful to properly color each path Pni with two colors,
say red and blue, where a proper coloring is an assignment of one color to each vertex
such that if two vertices are adjacent then they are assigned diKerent colors. Let Ti be
the subtournament of T corresponding to a path component Pni of dom (T ). Then it is
easy to see from Fig. 2 that vertices in Ti beat vertices below of diKerent colors and
above of the same color. The following is a result in [6] applied to regular tournaments.
Here vi denotes the bottom vertex of Pni (see x1 in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 3. LU 5 and dom ( LU 5).
Proposition 2.9 (Fisher et al. [6]). Let G be the domination graph of a regular tour-
nament T; where Pn1 ; : : : ; Pnk denote the properly colored paths which are components
of G such that vi and vj are of the same color for all i; j. If an arc is directed from
vi to vj in T; and if u and w are vertices of Pni and Pnj ; respectively; then there is an
arc from u to w in T if and only if u and w are of the same color.
Fisher et al. [6] have recently determined exactly which forests of n nontrivial cater-
pillars are the domination graph of a tournament. From this we get the following result
if each caterpillar is a path.
Proposition 2.10 (Fisher et al. [6]). If G is the union of n nontrivial paths; then G is
the domination graph of a tournament if and only if n=4 or n¿ 6.
We should note that the constructions used in the proof of Proposition 2.10 used
arbitrary tournaments that in general are not regular. So we will need new constructions
for regular tournaments.
The following result about regular tournaments is due to Alspach (see [11], p. 7)
and will be used in the next section.
Proposition 2.11. If T is a regular tournament; then every arc of T is contained in
a 3-cycle.
For all odd n, let LUn denote the tournament on vertices {x1; : : : ; xn} in which xi beats
xj if j− i is negative odd but not equal to −1, or j− i=1 or j− i=1− n, or j− i is
positive even and i =1; j = n (see Fig. 3. In the Fgure, vi1 ↔ xi). Notice that LUn can be
obtained from Un by reversing the arcs in the main cycle xn → xn−1 → · · · → x1 → xn
and keeping all other arcs the same. It is easy to see that LUn is a regular tournament
and also that U3  LU 3 and U5  LU 5. Furthermore, for n odd, dom ( LUn)= In when
n¿ 7 as follows, and LUn will be very useful in the constructions used in the next
section.
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Table 1
dom ( LUn)= In (n¿ 7)
A pair of vertices A vertex which dominates the pair
x1x2 xn
xixi+1 (i¿ 2) xi−1
xixi+2 xi+5 or xi−2
x1x4 xn
xixi+3 (i¿ 2) xi−1
xixi+4 xi+3
xixi+5 xi+3
xixi+6 xi+5
xixi+7 xi+5
...
...
xix
i+ n−12
x
i+2 n−14 −1
Lemma 2.12. If n is odd and n¿ 7; then LUn is a regular tournament and dom( LUn)= In;
where In is the graph of n isolated vertices.
Proof. From the comment preceding the lemma, it follows that LUn is regular. To show
that dom ( LUn)= In, we need to show that every pair of vertices is dominated by at
least one vertex. This is shown in Table 1 where j in xj is taken modulo n. Note that
n¿ 7 is needed for the pair {xi; xi+2} to be dominated by xi+5 or xi−2.
3. Forests of m even paths and n nontrivial odd paths
We say that a path Pn is an odd or even path depending on the parity of n. Let
˝∗(m; n) denote the set of all graphs that are the union of m even paths and n nontrivial
odd paths, and ˝(m; n) denote the set of all graphs that are the union of m even paths
and n odd paths. In this section we determine for which m and n a graph G ∈˝∗(m; n)
is the domination graph of a regular tournament.
Suppose G ∈˝(m; n) and T is a tournament whose vertex set is V (G). Then we use
the following notation to describe G and T . We let G=E1∪· · ·∪Em∪O1∪· · ·∪On, where
Ei is an even path and Oj is an odd path. The vertex set of Ei is {ui1; ui2; : : : ; uimi},
and that of Oj is {vj1; vj2; : : : ; vjmj}. We now introduce some subtournaments of T as
follows:
Tb : subtournament of T on the vertices {u11; u21; : : : ; um1; v11; v21; : : : ; vn1}.
Te : subtournament of T on the vertices {u11; u21; : : : ; um1}.
To : subtournament of T on the vertices {v11; v21; : : : ; vn1}.
Tei : subtournament of T on the vertices {ui1; ui2; : : : ; uimi}.
Toj : subtournament of T on the vertices {vj1; vj2; : : : ; vjnj}.
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Bowser et al. [1] showed that the subtournament corresponding to a path component
Pni of MP (T ) is isomorphic to Uni . From this together with Lemma 2.2, we can conclude:
Proposition 3.1. Let G ∈˝(m; n) be the domination graph of a regular tournament
T . Then Tei  Umi and Toj  Unj for each 16 i6m and each 16 j6 n.
Let T be a regular tournament whose domination graph is in ˝(m; n). Then
Proposition 3.1 shows that the structures of Tei and Toj are unique up to isomor-
phism. In the rest of the paper, we assume that uimi → ui(mi−1) → · · · → ui2 → ui1
(respectively, vjnj → vj(nj−1) → · · · → vj2 → vj1 → vjnj) is in Tei (respectively, Toj).
Lemma 3.2. Let G ∈˝(m; n) be the domination graph of a regular tournament T .
Then n is an odd integer; and To is a regular tournament.
Proof. Since T is a regular tournament, the number of vertices in T is odd. Thus n
must be odd. When n=1; To is trivially a regular tournament. Now suppose n is an
odd integer greater than or equal to 3. Choose a vertex vj1 from To. We Frst suppose
that ui1 → vj1. Then, by Proposition 2.9, for each k; uik → vj1 only when k is odd,
and vj1 → uik only when k is even. Thus the number of arcs from vj1 to Tei is equal
to the number of arcs from Tei to vj1 for each 16 i6 n. The argument is similar
if vj1 → ui1. By applying a similar argument, we can also show that the number of
arcs from vj1 to Tok is greater (respectively, less) than the number of arcs from Tok
to vj1 by one when vj1 → vk1 (respectively, vk1 → vj1) in To. Since Toj  Unj by
Proposition 3.1, the out-degree and the in-degree of vj1 in Toj are the same. Thus the
out-degree and the in-degree of vj1 in To must be the same in order for T to be regular.
Therefore To is a regular tournament.
In the rest of paper, we assume that the paths of each graph in ˝(m; n) are properly
colored with the bottom vertex of each path colored red.
Suppose G ∈˝(m; n) is the union of p(=m + n) paths R1; : : : ; Rp and T is a tour-
nament whose vertex set is V (G). Let the vertex set V (Ri) of Ri be {xi1; xi2; : : : ; xisi},
and let Ti be the subtournament of T whose vertex set is V (Ri). We say a tournament
T is a path tournament for G if (i) T is a tournament on V (G) such that Ti  Usi ,
where vertex xik of Ti corresponds to xk of Usi ; (ii) if xi1 → xj1, then for each vertex
v of Ri and each vertex w of Rj there is an arc from v to w if and only if v and w
are of the same color. Note that it follows from (ii) that if xj1 → xi1 then for each
vertex v of Ri and each vertex w of Rj there is an arc from v to w iK v and w are
of diKerent color. Also note that a path tournament T for G is completely determined
once Tb is deFned.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose G ∈˝(m; n) is the union of p(=m + n) paths R1; : : : ; Rp; and
T is a path tournament for G. If To is a regular tournament and each vertex of Te
beats (n+ 1)=2 of the vertices of To in T; then T is a regular tournament.
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Proof. Take a vertex v on a path Ri. Take j∈{1; 2; : : : ; p} − {i}. Then |N+(v) ∩
V (Rj)|= |N−(v)∩V (Rj)| if Rj is even. For an odd path Rj; |N+(v)∩V (Rj)|= |N−(v)∩
V (Rj)|+1 if xi1 beats xj1 and |N+(v)∩V (Rj)|= |N−(v)∩V (Rj)|−1 if xj1 beats xi1. Since
the subdigraph of T induced by V (Ri) is isomorphic to Usi ; |N+(v)∩V (Ri)|= |N−(v)∩
V (Ri)| if Ri is an odd path; |N+(v) ∩ V (Ri)|= |N−(v) ∩ V (Ri)| − 1 if Ri is an even
path and v is a red vertex; |N+(v)∩V (Ri)|= |N−(v)∩V (Ri)|+1 if Ri is an even path
and v is a blue vertex. We Frst suppose Ri is an odd path. Then
∑
Rj : odd; i =j |N+(v)∩
V (Rj)|=
∑
Rj : odd; i =j |N−(v) ∩ V (Rj)| since To is regular. Thus
d+(v) = |N+(v) ∩ V (Ri)|+
∑
Rj : even
|N+(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
+
∑
Rj : odd; i =j
|N+(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
= |N−(v) ∩ V (Ri)|+
∑
Rj : even
|N−(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
+
∑
Rj : odd; i =j
|N−(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
= d−(v):
Now suppose that Ri is an even path. Recall that n is the number of vertices in To.
Assume that v is a red vertex. Then
∑
Rj : odd |N+(v) ∩ V (Rj)|=(
∑
Rj : odd |N−(v) ∩
V (Rj)|) + 1 since |N+(xi1) ∩ V (To)|= |N−(xi1) ∩ V (To)|+ 1 by the hypothesis. Thus,
d+(v) = |N+(v) ∩ V (Ri)|+
∑
Rj : even; i =j
|N+(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
+
∑
Rj : odd
|N+(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
= (|N−(v) ∩ V (Ri)| − 1) +
∑
Rj : even; i =j
|N−(v) ∩ V (Rj)|
+



 ∑
Rj : odd
|N−(v) ∩ V (Rj)|

+ 1


= d−(v):
A similar argument can be applied to show that d+(v)=d−(v) if v is a blue vertex.
Hence, T is a regular tournament.
The following deFnitions will be frequently used in the rest of the paper. Two
vertices u and v are paired in a digraph if there is a vertex w such that (u; w) and
(v; w) are arcs, or (w; u) and (w; v) are arcs. Two vertices are distinguished if there is
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a vertex w such that (u; w) and (w; v) are arcs, or (w; u) and (v; w) are arcs. A digraph
D is well-covered if every two distinct vertices u and v are paired and distinguished.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose G ∈˝∗(m; n). Then;
(i) If T is a regular path tournament for G such that Tb is well-covered; then G is
the domination graph of T .
(ii) If G is the domination graph of a regular tournament T; then T is a regular path
tournament for G such that any pair of vertices of To is paired in Tb.
Proof. We Frst show that (i) is true. By the deFnition of a path tournament, G is
a subgraph of dom (T ). We take two vertices vi and wj on diKerent paths P= vp →
vp−1 → · · · → v1 and Q=wq → wq−1 → · · · → w1 in T . Suppose that i and j
have the same parity. Since Tb is well-covered, there exists a vertex x in Tb such that
x → v1 and x → w1, or v1 → x and w1 → x. By the deFnition of a path tournament,
vi and wj are dominated by x or dominate x. Then, in either case, it follows from the
regularity of T that there is a vertex that dominates vi and wj and so vi and wj are
not adjacent in dom (T ). Now suppose that i and j have diKerent parities. Again, since
Tb is well-covered, there is a vertex y such that v1 → y and y → w1, or y → v1 and
w1 → y. Then vi and wj are dominated by y or dominate y, and therefore are not
adjacent in dom (T ).
Now we prove (ii). It is easy to check that T satisFes (i) and (ii) of the deFnition
of a path tournament by Propositions 3.1 and 2.9, respectively. Now take two vertices
x and y of To. Then x and y are the bottom vertices of some path components of G,
say P= vp → vp−1 → · · · → v2 → x and Q=wq → wq−1 → · · · → w2 → y for some
odd p and q. We may assume that x → y in T . Then x → wi and wi → wq if i is
odd, and wi → x and wq → wi if i is even. Similarly, x → vi and vi → wq if i is odd,
and vi → x and wq → vi if i is even. Thus, no vertices of P or Q dominate x and wq.
Hence, there exists a vertex z neither on P nor on Q such that z → x and z → wq in
T in order for x and wq to be nonadjacent in G. Then it can easily be shown that the
bottom vertex of the path containing z either dominates x and y or is dominated by x
and y.
We can now determine for which m and n a graph G ∈˝∗(m; n) is the domi-
nation graph of a regular tournament T . By Proposition 2.10, it is necessary that
m + n=4 or m + n¿ 6. However since T has to be regular, this condition may not
be su4cient. By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 (ii), we see that T must be a reg-
ular path tournament for G such that any pair of vertices in Tb is paired and To
is regular. To Fnd such a T , we will construct a path tournament T such that Tb
is well-covered, To is regular, and each vertex of Te beats (n + 1)=2 of the ver-
tices of To in T . Then by Lemma 3.3, T will be regular, and so by Theorem 3.4
(i), dom (T )=G. We begin with an easy result that will be used in constructing
well-covered tournaments.
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Lemma 3.5. Let T be a tournament on n vertices. Then;
(i) If every arc of T is contained in a 3-cycle; then every pair of vertices in T is
distinguished.
(ii) If dom (T )= In; then every two vertices u; v in T are paired.
(iii) If n is odd and n¿ 7; LUn is well-covered.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the deFnitions. Since LUn is a regular
tournament, every arc is in a 3-cycle, and by Lemma 2.12, dom ( LUn)= In for n odd
and n¿ 7. So (iii) holds by (i) and (ii).
Lemma 3.6. Let G ∈˝∗(0; n). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tourna-
ment if and only if n is odd and n¿ 7.
Proof. Suppose that G is the domination graph of a regular tournament. Then n is
odd, and by Proposition 2.10, we have n¿ 7. For odd n¿ 7, let T be a path tourna-
ment for G with Tb =To  LUn. Then Tb is well-covered by Lemma 3.5. Thus T is
regular since Tb is regular. So G is the domination graph of a regular tournament by
Theorem 3.4 (i).
Lemma 3.7. Let G ∈˝∗(1; n). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tourna-
ment if and only if n is odd and n¿ 7.
Proof. Let T be a regular path tournament for G. For n=1; G is not the domination
graph of any tournament by Proposition 2.10. If n=3 or 5, then since To is regular
by Lemma 3.2, To  U3 or U5. We claim that Tb is not well-covered.
If n=3, then we may assume that u11 beats two vertices in To, say vi1 and vj1, and
loses to vk1 in order that T be regular. Then it is easy to see that vi1 and vk1 are not
paired. By Theorem 3.4 (ii), there is no regular tournament T satisfying dom (T )=G.
If n=5, then we may assume that u11 beats three vertices in To and loses to two
in order that T be regular. So there must exist two adjacent vertices of dom (To),
say v11 and v21, such that u11 → v11 and v21 → u11. Since To is regular, exactly one
of v11 and v21 beats vj1 for 36 j6 5 in To. But then v11 and v21 are not paired. By
Theorem 3.4 (ii), there is no regular tournament T satisfying dom (T )=G.
Next, let n be an odd integer greater than or equal to 7. We now construct a regular
path tournament T for G ∈˝∗(1; n) as follows: Let To= LUn; Te = {u11}, and deFne
Tb as follows: u11 → vj1 for each odd j; 16 j6 n, and vj1 → u11 for each even
j; 16 j6 n. Then T is regular by Lemma 3.3. Also, LUn is well-covered, so we only
need to show that {u11; vj1} is paired and distinguished for each j which is easily
checked from the deFnition of LUn.
Lemma 3.8. Let G ∈˝∗(2; n). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tourna-
ment if and only if n is odd and n¿ 5.
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Proof. For n=1 or 3, G is not the domination graph of a regular tournament T by
Proposition 2.10.
Suppose that n is an odd integer greater than or equal to 5. We deFne a path
tournament T for G as follows: Take LUn as To and u11 → u21 as Te; let u11 → vj1
only when j is odd, and u21 → vj1 only when j=2 or j is an odd integer not equal
to one. By Lemma 3.3, T is regular. If n=5, then u11 pairs {v11; v31}; {v31; v51},
and {v21; v41}, and u21 pairs {v31; v21}; {v21; v51}, and {v41; v11}. All other pairs of
vertices in To are paired in LU 5 since they are dominated by some vertex (see Fig. 3).
Furthermore, all pairs of vertices in LU 5 are distinguished in LU 5 since every arc is in
a 3-cycle. Next, {u11; u21} are paired by v31 and distinguished by v21. It is also easy
to check that {u11; vj1} and {u21; vj1} are both paired and distinguished for j=1; : : : ; 5.
So Tb is well-covered and To is regular, and each vertex of Te beats 3 vertices in To,
so T is regular and G is the domination graph of a regular tournament.
Next let n be an odd integer greater than or equal to 7. In this case all pairs of
vertices in To are already paired and distinguished since LUn is well-covered for n¿ 7.
It is then easy to see that Tb is well-covered as in the case n=5. So G is the domination
graph of a regular tournament.
Let T[3;3](w1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6) be a tournament deFned as follows: w1 → w3 →
w2 → w1; w4 → w5 → w6 → w4; w1 → {w4; w5}; w2 → {w5; w6}; w3 → {w4; w6};
w6 → w1; w4 → w2, and w5 → w3. From this construction, it is easy to check that
T[3;3](w1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6) is well-covered. Now we deFne a tournament T =T[4;3]
(w1; w2; : : : ; w7) as follows: The subtournament of T on {w1; w2; : : : ; w6} is
T[3;3](w1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6); w7 → {w1; : : : ; w5}, and w6 → w7. It is easy to check
that the subtournament of T on {w1; w2; w3; w7} is well-covered, and we already know
that the subtournament of T on {w1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6} is well-covered. We also note
that w7 is paired and distinguished with each of w4; w5; w6 using one of vertices
w1; w2; w3. So T[4;3](w1; w2; : : : ; w7) is well-covered.
Lemma 3.9. Let G ∈˝∗(4; n). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tourna-
ment if and only if n is odd and n¿ 3.
Proof. For n=1; G is not the domination graph of any tournament by
Proposition 2.10.
Suppose n=3. Let T be the path tournament for G with
Tb =T[4;3](u11; u21; u31; v11; v21; v31; u41):
Then Tb is well-covered as we noted above. Since To is regular and each vertex of
Te beats 2 vertices of To; T is regular. So G is the domination graph of a regular
tournament by Theorem 3.4 (i).
Suppose n¿ 5. DeFne the path tournament T for G as follows: Let Te be the
subtournament of T[4;3](u11; u21; u31; v11; v21; v31; u41) on {u11; u21; u31; u41} and let To be
LUn. Let u31 → vj1 only when j is odd, and for each i=1; 2; 4 let ui1 → vj1 only when
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j=2 or j¿ 3 is odd. Then T is regular, and the proof that Tb is well-covered is
similar to the one in Lemma 3.8. So for n¿ 5; G ∈˝∗(4; n) is the domination graph
of a regular tournament.
Lemma 3.10. Let G ∈˝∗(m; 1). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tour-
nament if and only if m=3 or m¿ 5.
Proof. We have already shown that m=1; 2 and 4 cannot hold if G is the domi-
nation graph of a regular tournament. Suppose that m=3 or m¿ 5. We construct
a path tournament for G as follows: Let Te be any tournament of order m such
that every arc of Te lies in a 3-cycle (Such a tournament exists. See [13, p. 181].),
and let ui1 → v11 for 16 i6m. Then T is regular by Lemma 3.3 and it is easy
to check that Tb is well-covered since every arc in Te is in a 3-cycle and every
vertex in Te beats v11. So G is the domination graph of a regular
tournament.
Lemma 3.11. Let G ∈˝∗(m; 3). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tour-
nament if and only if m¿ 3.
Proof. We have already shown that m=1 and m=2 cannot hold if G is the domination
graph of a regular tournament. We construct a path tournament T for G in each of the
following cases: For m=3, we let
Tb =T[3;3](u11; u21; u31; v11; v21; v31):
Then Tb is well-covered, To is regular, and every vertex of Te beats 2 vertices of To,
so T is regular. Thus G is the domination graph of a regular tournament.
For m=4, by Lemma 3.9, there is a regular path tournament T such that dom (T )=G.
For m=5, let the subtournament T ∗ of T on the vertices {u11; u21; u31; u41; v11; v21; v31}
be T[4;3](u11; u21; u31; v11; v21; v31; u41). In Tb let u51 beat everything but v11. Then by
Lemma 3.3, T is regular. Now we already know that T ∗ is well-covered and also that
the subtournament on {u11; u21; u31; u51} is well-covered. Then {u41; u51} are paired
since they beat u11, and distinguished since u41 → v11 → u51. Also u51 is paired with
each vj1 and distinguished with each vj1 using some vertex from {u11; u21; u31}. Thus
G is the domination graph of a regular tournament.
For m¿ 6, let T ∗e be the subtournament of Te on {u11; : : : ; u(m−1)1}. It is known that
for k¿ 5, there exists a tournament on k vertices such that every arc is in a 3-cycle.
Thus we may assume that u11 → u31 → u21 → u11 and every arc is in a 3-cycle in
T ∗e . Let um1 → T ∗e , and let the subtournament of T on {u11; u21; u31; um1; v11; v21; v31} be
T[4;3] =T[4;3](u11; u21; u31; v11; v21; v31; um1). For 46 j6m − 1, let uj1 → {v11; v31} and
v21 → uj1. Then it is easy to check that every pair of distinct vertices of Te is paired
and distinguished in Tb, and we already know that T[4;3] is well-covered. Also uj1 and
{v11; v21} are paired by um1, and uj1 and v31 are paired by v21. Furthermore, uj1 and
v31 are distinguished by um1; uj1 and v11 are distinguished by v21, and v21 and uj1 are
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distinguished by v11. Again, T is clearly regular, so G is the domination graph of a
regular tournament.
Lemma 3.12. Let G ∈˝∗(m; 5). Then G is the domination graph of a regular tour-
nament if and only if m¿ 2.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, when m=1; G cannot be the domination graph of a regular
tournament. If m=2 (respectively, m=4), G is the domination graph of a regular
tournament by Lemma 3.8 (respectively, Lemma 3.9).
We construct a path tournament T for G in each of the following cases: For m=3,
let Te be the 3-cycle u11 → u21 → u31 → u11 and let To be LU 5. Let u11 →
vj1 only when j is odd, and let {u21; u31} → vj1 when j=2; 3, or 5. Then each
pair of distinct vertices in To is paired and distinguished in Tb by the argument
used in Lemma 3.8. Also, every pair of distinct vertices of Te is paired and dis-
tinguished in Tb since every arc is in a 3-cycle and every pair of vertices beat
v51. Also, using this construction and the structure of LU 5 (see Fig. 3), it is easy
to check that all pairs of the form {ui1; vj1}; 16 i6 3; 16 j6 5, are both paired
and distinguished. So Tb is well-covered, and so G is the domination graph of a
regular tournament.
For m=5, we let Te be Te for the tournament T constructed for the m=5 case
in the proof of Lemma 3.11 and let To be LU 5. Let {u31; u51} → vj1 only when j
is odd, and for each i=1; 2, and 4, let ui1 → vj1 only when j=2; 3, or 5. Then
each pair of distinct vertices in {u11; u21; u31; u41} and each pair of distinct vertices in
{u11; u21; u31; u51} are paired and distinguished in Tb. Also, {u41; u51} are paired since
they beat u11, and distinguished since u51 → v11 → u41. The rest of the proof that Tb is
well-covered is similar to the argument in Lemma 3.8. So G is the domination graph of
a regular tournament.
For m¿ 6, let Te be Te for the tournament T constructed for m=5 case in the
proof of Lemma 3.11 and To be LU 5. Let {u11; um1} → vj1 only when j is odd, and
for i=2; : : : ; m − 1, let ui1 → vj1 only when j=2; 3 or 5. Then each pair of vertices
Te is paired and distinguished in Tb, and the argument that Tb is well-covered is
similar to the argument in Lemma 3.8. So G is the domination graph of a regular
tournament.
Lemma 3.13. Let G ∈˝∗(m; n) where m=3 or m¿ 5 and n¿ 7. Then G is the
domination graph of a regular tournament if and only if n is odd.
Proof. If G is the domination graph of a regular tournament T , then n must be odd
for To to be regular. Now suppose that n is odd. We will construct a regular path
tournament T for G. Let Te be a tournament such that every arc is in a 3-cycle, and
let To be LUn. For each vertex ui1, let ui1 beat vj1 only when j is odd. By Lemma 3.5
(iii), LUn is well-covered. Also, every pair of vertices in Te are distinguished since they
are in a 3-cycle in Te, and paired since they beat v11. The rest of the proof that Tb is
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well-covered is similar to the argument in Lemma 3.7. So G is the domination graph
of a regular tournament.
We can now use the sequence of Lemma 3.5 through Lemma 3.13 to characterize
the graphs in ˝∗(m; n) that are the domination graphs of regular tournaments.
Theorem 3.14. Let G ∈˝∗(m; n). Then;
(i) If m=0; 1; 2; 4; then G is the domination graph of a regular tournament if and
only if n is odd and m+ n¿ 7:
(ii) If m=3 or m¿ 5; then G is the domination graph of a regular tournament if
and only if n is odd.
Proof. The proof of (i) follows from Lemmas 3.6–3.9. The proof of (ii) follows from
Lemmas 3.10–3.13.
Recall that the domination graph of a tournament T is the complement of the com-
petition graph of the tournament formed by reversing the arcs of T . So Theorems 2.7,
2.8 and 3.14 characterize competition graphs of regular tournaments in the case where
no vertex in the competition graph is adjacent to every other vertex. These theorems
also determine which graphs without isolated vertices are the mixed pair graph of a
regular tournament.
An obvious open question is for which m and n is a graph G ∈˝(m; n) the
domination graph of a regular tournament. We believe this result will be similar to
Theorem 3.14, perhaps identical.
Another area for future research is more extensive investigation of path tournaments,
particularly those that are regular or near-regular.
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